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Introduction 
 
The cloud market today shows very strong growth rates, but there is still quite some hype in the 
market and the definition of what cloud computing exactly is has still many interpretations. 
Enterprises will spend about 174 B$ worldwide this year (2014) on cloud architecture and services.  
[Ref1] [Ref2] 
 
 

 

Figure 1   Global cloud spending forecast 

 
The mention 174 B$ are covering a very wide range of so called cloud investments and services. The 
better defined worldwide public cloud services reached a total market size of 45.7 B$ in 2013 across 
the three major cloud areas:  Software-as-a-Service (SaaS; 72% market share; led by Salesforce), 
Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS; 14% market share; led by Amazon) and Infrastructure-as-a-Service 
(IaaS;  8% market share; led by Amazon).  Growth rates of 20-30% are expected during the next 
years. There are clear market leaders like Amazon, but in addition there is a large market 
fragmentation with much more than 100 companies providing various cloud services for business 
and private customers. [Ref3] [Ref4] 
 
There are 4 different categorizes to provide resources (compute and storage) to applications: 

1. Servers installed in a local computer centre owned by the local institute. 

mailto:panzer@mail.cern.ch
http://www.storagenewsletter.com/rubriques/market-reportsresearch/more-than-78-of-disk-storage-will-use-cloud-connections-to-digital-content-by-2017/
http://re-cognition.info/blog/will-cloud-computing-experience-revenue-surge-2014/
http://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prUS24977214
https://www.srgresearch.com/articles/microsoft-and-ibm-chase-amazon-while-google-falls-pace
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2. Purchase of compute time and storage capacity in a remote centre with access to physical 
hardware: Root Server Hosting. 

3. Purchase of compute time and storage capacity in a remote centres with access via Virtual 
Machines and abstract storage interfaces: On-Demand service 

4. Renting infrastructure (space, racks, electricity) in a remote centres for locally purchased 
hardware: Hosting 

In the following chapters I will compare the costing structure of the first 3 categories.  This covers 
the very basic ways to provide resources in the Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) sense. The more 
complicated cases like Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) are not 
covered, as they don’t play yet a big role in the HEP (High Energy Physics) community and their 
pricing structure is much more obfuscated and more strongly dependent on negotiation levels with 
Industry. 

 
 
2. Compute Resources 
 
2.1 Local Centre Compute Resources 
 
The calculated prices for the local computing assume some average costs for equipment and 
infrastructure and are strongly dependent on the location, negotiation and other Institute 
dependent boundary conditions:  Economy of scale, discounts, special negotiations, relationships, 
PR, etc. 
The pricing structure for CERN is actually lower (up to a factor 2) for the computer centre as we 
profit from several cost reduction effects:  Economy-of Scale for equipment and electricity costs, tax-
free purchase, sophisticated level of automation. 
The real TCO of a compute server has several components: 

1. Physical server 
A relatively up-to-date configuration of a server would contain: dual Intel Xeon processor E5-
2650 (total 32 cores, SMT on), 64 GB ECC memory, 2 x 2 TB local disks, 1 Gbit NIC. 
This type of server consumes about 300 W under maximum load. 
HEP application require in general 2 GB of memory per running job (one job == one core) 
We purchase these white-boxes from mid-range companies like E4, Transtec, Action, 
Teknoservice, etc.  The cost of such a server is about 3600,- €. The lifecycle of servers is 
about 3-4 years.   
 cost per year (3 years lifetime) = 1200,- € 
 

2. Rack 
The type of rack depends on the available power and cooling density in the corresponding 
data centre. The cost is ranging from 1200,- € for simple air-cooled ( 4 KW/m2) to 5000,- € 
for water-cooled racks (12 KW/m2).  The lifetime of such a rack is assumed to be 10 years. 
  Cost per server and year = 12,- €. 
 

3. Power outlets, intelligent PDU 
There are various Power Distribution Units on the market with different levels of 
sophistication for monitoring the power consumption and remote reset functionality. The 
lifetime of this equipment is assumed to be 10 years. One also has to add a 1 Gbit 
infrastructure for the remote management of the single servers based on 48-port Gbit 
switches. 

 Cost per server and year = 12,- € 
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4. Share of the network infrastructure (cables, switch port, router port) 

For the server we have assumed 1 Gbit connectivity which is good enough for the majority of 
the HEP applications running on a 32 core server.  We assume a network blocking factor of 
one and a switch/router lifetime of 5 years . A 48 port x 1 GBit (plus several 10 Gbit uplinks) 
non-blocking switches costs about 6000,- €  and a 256 x 10Gbit port router is about 350000,- 
€ (max 80% occupation and 50% of the ports used for a redundant router layer).   Especially 
the router prices are strongly company and negotiation dependent. 

 Cost per server and year = 140,-€ 

5. Building 
The cost of a new facility is about 5-10 M$ (4-8 M€) per MW.   Thus a 4 MW data centre with 
10000 servers would cost about 32 M€ with an amortisation period of 30 years. 

 Cost per server and year = 107,- € 

6. Electricity 
As mentioned under point 1 the selected server uses a maximum of 300 W. Under real life 
conditions a 70% occupation is much more realistic. 
We have to add the power needed to do the cooling and other activities. For this we use the 
PUE as a multiplication factor. Very efficient data centres (e.g. Google) achieve PUE (Power 
Usage Effectiveness) values of 1.1 while other are as bad as >2. Here we assume that the 
data centre has a reasonable PUE value of 1.6. 
The cost of electricity is strongly country dependent and varies between 0.13 and 0.30 € per 
kWh and there are of course in addition discounts which are negotiation and centre 
dependent. [Ref5]  [Ref6] 

 Cost per server and year = 380 - 880,- € 
  

7. Man-Power 
These costs are strongly dependent on the salary schemes of the corresponding country and 
the automation level of the data centre. The servers need to be purchased, installed, 
configured and maintained.  In addition some expertise and maintenance of basic 
virtualisation software would be required. I estimate the cost for one FTE to be 100000,- € 
per year and he/she can handle between 100 and 1000 servers.  

 Cost per server and year = 100-1000,- € 

Thus the total yearly cost of a compute server can vary between 1860 and 3260 €. I simply assume 
here that the actual physical hardware costs are the same as the infrastructure costs:   
Total server costs per year = 2400,- € +- 600,- € 
The cost calculations include VAT which is on average about 20% in Europe. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.eia.gov/forecasts/steo/report/electricity.cfm
http://www.energypriceindex.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/HEPI_Press_Release_July-2014-2.pdf
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2.2 On-Demand Cloud Compute Resources 
 
Various companies are offering cloud computing services based on simple instantiations of 
configurable virtual machines.  The metric for configuring memory and local disk space is easy to 
understand, but that is not the case for the processing power. The offers are using the notion of 
Virtual-Cores, Virtual-CPUs, CPUs, Cores, etc. to describe the computing elements. Unfortunately 
there is no norm for this and no description of how N cores relate to performance benchmark (e.g. 
SPEC CPU2006) figures. The performance of a single vCore/vCPU depends on several factors and can 
thus vary by up to a factor 2: 

 Processor architecture:  e.g. An AMD core is normally slower than an INTEL core and they 
have different Integer and Floating-Point performance characteristics, INTEL provides the 
SMT feature which doubles the number of cores and reduces performance per core by less 
than a factor 2. 

 Purchase generations:  assuming a lifetime of 3-4 years per server, there are at any time 
possibly 10 different processor types available, which will be ‘randomly’ allocated to the 
user and have different performance values. 

 Virtualisation effects:  possible interference between heavily used virtual machines on the 
same hypervisor, overbooking of VMs, IO issues, etc. 

Performance measurements on Amazon show performance variations of 30% between VMs of the 
same flavour. On the other hand it is clear from other measurements [Ref7] [Ref 8] that Amazon  
uses predominantly INTEL processors with SMT switched on and there is scaling between the various 
types of VMs.   
While another measurement done with Softlayer(IBM) instances shows non-scaling behaviour 
between various flavour types, i.e. the single core performance is slower on a 16-core instance than 
on a 4-core instance.  [Ref9] 
 
There is a certain recipe which seems to be frequently used to overcome the core performance 
uncertainty in the area of the on-demand offers:  Instantiate the number of purchased VMs - 
benchmark the performance -drop and re-instantiate the ones with the lowest performance – 
repeat the exercise in a short time interval until the best performance VMs have been selected. 
 
There are a few professional sites which measure constantly performance metrics (CPU 
performance, IO performance, network access) of various cloud service providers like Amazon. 
[Ref10] In this example one can clearly see interference patterns.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://blog.profitbricks.com/cloud-performance-still-afterthought-many/
http://www.pythian.com/blog/virtual-cpus-with-amazon-web-services/
http://www.networkcomputing.com/cloud-infrastructure/iaas-performance-benchmarks-part-7-softlayer/a/d-id/1234616
http://www.cloudclimate.com/ec2-us/
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Figure 2:  Monitoring of cloud compute and access performance.  [Ref10] 
 
All these factors of course make a price comparison between different on-demand service providers 
very difficult. The only solution would be a constant benchmarking exercise.  There are regular 
benchmarking reports published, comparing the compute performance of the major players in this 
field ( [Ref11] [Ref12]), but they give an average overall picture and not a time dependent 
measurement. 
 
Another problem in this area is the different ways to specify the computing resources one likes to 
have. Some companies (e.g. Softlayer) offer a free combination of vCores, memory and disk space 
while others (e.g. Amazon) provide only fixed combinations (flavours). 
 
For the following comparison of prices I am taking a 2 core + 4 GB memory + >=50 GB space 
combination as a reference value.  Table 1 shows the cost of the corresponding flavour from 5 
different companies (Amazon [Ref13], Google [Ref14], Rackspace [Ref15], CloudSigma [Ref16], 
Softlayer (IBM) [Ref17]) in comparison with the previously (chapter 2.1) calculated costs of a 
corresponding local server.  
Some remarks for the Table: 

 The prices for the on-demand values do not include VAT, while the local server prices do 
 The 3 columns with Amazon M3, Rackspace and Google have a higher memory ratio, as the 

required flavour of a VM instance does not exist.  
(Doubling the memory on the local hardware servers and adding SSDs would add another 
800,- € to the local box costs of 3600 == 22%  and would move the costs for 3 years upwards:  
450 to 550,-€ ) 

 Amazon offers special longer term commitments (1,3 years) with reduced prices   
 A price war has started in 2014 and thus the values are changing frequently (few months) 

[Ref18] 
 Several companies have some specialities to be taken care of: e.g.  Google reduces the prices 

if the usage period is long and 100% CPU utilization,  CloudSigma adds a cost per GHz and 
core, etc. 

 The cost of network IO is not included. Generally this is free for data moved into the cloud. 
The cost for retrieving data from the cloud are mentioned in chapter 3.2 

http://www.cloudclimate.com/ec2-us/
http://www.cloudspectator.com/reports/CenturyLink_Amazon_Value_Comparison_Processors.pdf
https://cloudharmony.com/reports/editions/state-of-the-cloud-compute/premium/state-of-the-cloud-compute-0714.pdf
http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/pricing/
https://cloud.google.com/products/compute-engine/?hl=de&gclid=Cj0KEQjwyrqgBRDepamt-LWA2oABEiQAV7nwwC-yje2U3j5opCYsCK7-jm7Uph4l0_aqR7pD0BovNlMaAhRq8P8HAQ
http://www.rackspace.com/cloud/public-pricing/
https://www.cloudsigma.com/#calculator
http://www.softlayer.com/virtual-servers
http://gigaom.com/2014/03/26/and-here-are-those-aws-price-cuts-we-talked-about/
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 The comparison with the local server costs assumes that the performance of the on-demand 
cores is similar. In reality one has to account for probably up to 30% reduced performance 
for the on-demand cores. 

Table 1      Price comparison for a 2core+4GB memory + >=50GB space instance 
 
In general the on-demand offers are factors more expensive than the local computer centre costs.  
Only the Amazon long term 3 year commitment offers are competitive. But all this assumed that the 
performance of the VM instances are at the same level as the local server option, which requires 
detailed and constant benchmarks to verify.  
 
 
 

2.3 Hosting Physical Root Servers 
 
In Contrast to the On-Demand rental periods of hours the minimum time period for renting a 
physical server is a month and more often a year. The hosting service of physical servers allows the 
full remote access to a physical compute server. Quite a large number of companies offer this kind of 
service and there are regular reviews and comparisons of the detailed offers. [Ref19] [Ref20] 
Some important issues and facts need to be considered: 

 The pricing of the hosting service is often bound to a minimum contract length of 12 or 24 
month 

 The charging is for the whole server, the actual utilization does not matter 
 Sometimes a basic sysadmin service is incorporated in the price, but this is varying with the 

offers. In the end this means one has to foresee some extra cost for a local sysadmin service 
(OS installation details, monitoring, etc.) 

 There are possible additional costs for the network traffic (in and out) if they exceed the 
company dependent limits 

 The prices are sometimes including VAT sometimes not   

The estimates of the server performance are much easier than in the On-Demand case as the 
hosting companies are usually providing a detailed description of the hardware.  Still the ratio of 
cores, memory and disk space is fixed for an offer and might not fit directly to the application 
requirement. 

type Cost (€) 
1 hour 

Cost (€) 
1 month 

Cost (€) 
1 year 

Cost (€) 
3 years 

     

Amazon, T2.medium, on-demand 0.043 31.5 378 1133 

Amazon, T2.medium, reserved, heavy util., 1 year 0.027 19.8 237 712 

Amazon, T2.medium, reserved, heavy util., 3 years 0.019 13.9 167 501 

     

CloudSigma 0.136 99.9 1199 3596 

Softlayer (IBM)  0.09 65.9 791 2372 

     

Amazon, M3.large, on-demand            (memory x 2) 0.14 103 1230 3689 

Google, n1-standard-2           (memory x 2) 0.09 65.9 791 2372 

Rackspace, performance2-15 / 2    (memory x 2) 0.19 139 1669 5007 

     

Local server 0.017 12.5 150 450 

     

http://b2evolution.net/web-hosting/dedicated-servers.php
http://www.hostreview.com/awards/monthly/dedicated-server/2014/january
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The following table shows a selection of different hosting company offers. [Ref19] [Ref21] [Ref22] 
[Ref23] [Ref24]  I have used the SPEC CINT2006 performance values from www.spec.org [Ref25] to 
normalize the offers and calculate a price per performance in the last column of the table. 
 

 
Table 2.   comparison of physical server hosting prices  (1 £ = 1.25 €,  1 $ = 0.77 €) 
 
 
Some of the hosting service offers are already cheaper than the calculated costs for a local compute 
centre. But the real cost calculation has to be done on a case-by-case study taking into account the 
specific application requirements and detailed benchmarking exercises. Dependent on the detailed 
offers one also has to consider some extra man-power for the installation/operation of the physical 
hardware in the remote location. 
 

 
 
3. Storage 
 
3.1  Local Centre Storage 
 
The calculated prices for the local storage assume some average costs for equipment and 
infrastructure and are strongly dependent on the location, negotiation and other Institute 
dependent boundary conditions:  Economy of scale, discounts, special negotiations, relationships, 
PR, etc. 
The pricing structure for CERN is actually lower (up to a factor 2) for the computer centre as we 
profit from several cost reduction effects:  Economy-of Scale for equipment and electricity costs, tax-
free purchase, sophisticated level of automation. 
The real TCO of a compute server has several components: 

 
1. Physical server 

The core part of a disk server is the same as the described CPU server in the first chapter just 
with a 10 Gbit network interface: dual Intel Xeon processor E5-2650 (total 32 cores, SMT 

company processor Memory 
GB 

Disk 
TB 

Transfer / 
month    TB 

Price / 
month 

Specint Price/spec
/month 

€ 

inmotion E5400 4 .5 6 120 $ 20 4.6 

liquidweb E3-1220 8 2 5 179 $ 46 3.0 

singlehop i5-760 16 1 10 159 $ 33 3.7 

serverpronto Athlon 280 4 0.5 5 50 $ 13 3.0 

100TB E3-1231 8 2 100 206 $ 59 2.7 

Webhostingbuzz E3-1240 8 2 40 119 $ 42 2.2 

hetzner E3-1270 32 4 20 69 € 43 1.6 

hostNET I5-4570 16 2 100 119 € 51 2.3 

OVH E5-1620 64 1 100 70 £ 51 1.7 

Softlayer(IBM) Dual E5-2650 64 0.5 20 779 $ 82 7.3 

Local  server Dual E5-2650 64 4 100 200 € 82 2.4 

http://b2evolution.net/web-hosting/dedicated-servers.php
http://www.hetzner.de/en/hosting/produktmatrix/rootserver
http://hostnet.de/dedicated-managed-root-server.html
https://www.ovh.co.uk/dedicated_servers/hosting/
https://www.softlayer.com/bare-metal-servers
http://spec.org/cpu2006/results/cint2006.html
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on), 64 GB ECC memory, 2 x 2 TB local disks, 10 Gbit NIC. To this one would attach via SAS 
interfaces 2 JBOD disk arrays, each containing 24x4TB disks. There is no disk controller on-
board. The storage redundancy is either achieved via software RAID or the high level storage 
management software uses data replication across different disk servers. 
This type of disk server consumes about 750 W under maximum load. 
We purchase these white-boxes from mid-range companies like E4, Transtec, Action, 
Teknoservice, etc.  The cost of such a server is about 3600,- € + 2 x 9600,- € . The lifecycle of 
servers is about 3-4 years.   
 cost per year (3 years lifetime) = 7600,- € 
 

2. Rack 
The type of rack depends on the available power and cooling density in the corresponding 
data centre. The cost is ranging from 1200,- € for simple air-cooled ( 4 KW/m2) racks to 
5000,- € for water-cooled racks (12 KW/m2).  The lifetime of such a rack is assumed to be 10 
years. 
  Cost per server and year = 24,- €. 
 

3. Power outlets, intelligent PDU 
There are various Power Distribution Units on the market with different levels of 
sophistication for monitoring the power consumption and remote reset functionality. The 
lifetime of this equipment is assumed to be 10 years. One also has to add a 1 Gbit 
infrastructure for the remote management of the single servers based on 48-port Gbit 
switches. 

 Cost per server and year = 12,- € 
 

4. Share of the network infrastructure (cables, switch port, router port) 
For the disk server we have assumed 10 Gbit connectivity and a network blocking factor of 4 
with a switch/router lifetime of 5 years . A 24 port x 10 GBit non-blocking switch costs about 
6000,- €  and a 256 x 10Gbit port router is about 350000,- € (max 80% occupation and 50% 
of the ports used for a redundant router layer).   Especially the router prices are strongly 
company and negotiation dependent. 

 Cost per server and year = 440,-€ 
 

5. Building 
The cost of a new facility is about 5-10 M$ (4-8 M€) per MW.   Thus a 4 MW data centre with 
4000 disk servers would cost about 32 M€ with an amortisation period of 30 years. 

 Cost per server and year = 267,- € 
 

6. Electricity 
As mentioned under point 1 the selected server uses a maximum of 750 W. Under real life 
conditions a 40% occupation is much more realistic. 
We have to add the power needed to do the cooling and other activities. For this we use the 
PUE as a multiplication factor. Very efficient data centres (e.g. Google) achieved PUE (Power 
Usage Effectiveness) values of 1.1 while other are as bad as >2. Here we assume that the 
data centre has a reasonable PUE value of 1.6. 

The cost of electricity is strongly country dependent and varies between 0.13 and 0.30 € per 
kWh and there are of course in addition discounts which are negotiation and centre 
dependent.  [Ref5]  [Ref6] 

 Cost per server and year = 340 - 790,- € 
  

http://www.eia.gov/forecasts/steo/report/electricity.cfm
http://www.energypriceindex.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/HEPI_Press_Release_July-2014-2.pdf
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7. Man-Power 
These costs are strongly dependent on the salary schemes of the corresponding country and 
the automation level of the data centre. The servers need to purchased, installed, 
configured and maintained.  I estimate  the cost for one FTE to be 100000,- € per year and 
he/she can handle  between 100  and 1000 disk servers. In addition one needs to include 2 
FTE for the overall data management software part for a large installation (150000,- € per 
FTE, 1000 server). 

 Cost per server and year = 100-1000,- € + 300,- € 
 
Thus the total yearly costs of a disk server with ~190 TB RAW disk space would be: 9073 -  10423,- €. 
For the following calculations I assume an average cost of 9700,- € per server and year. 
The 190TB RAW disk space corresponds to 160 TB RAID6 or 95 TB mirrored/replicated or 80 TB 
RAID6 plus mirrored/replicated.                              
  
 
     

3.2 On-Demand Cloud Storage  
 
The top three companies (Amazon, Google, Microsoft) are now  in a constant and fierce  competition 
on the cost of cloud storage. 
The ever increasing cloud storage offers with very low prices seem to have already some negative 
side effects for the traditional vendors of NAS&SAN storage solutions. [Ref26] 
 
There are several types of cloud storage offers to be distinguished: 

 Large size storage  (> 10s of TB until multi PB) from top level companies, offered as IaaS 
 Backup service for single PCs or smaller business companies 
 Low level storage (GB up to 1 TB) for the average user. A lot of companies (like dropbox or 

Box) are providing a more  PaaS oriented service using the actual physical storage bought 
from  Amazon.  With a focus on user-friendly features like automatic synchronization, 
automatic backup, versioning, etc. 

The cost for online backup services seems to be very low (e.g. 5$ per month for unlimited amount of 
data).  There are regular reports and comparisons about the plethora of companies providing this 
type of service: [Ref27] [Ref28] 
There are of course implicit assumptions and very detailed contracts which limit the amount of data 
to be backed-up and especially limit the data access. Companies in this business are regularly 
appearing and disappearing from the market. 
 
The company Dropbox lately reduced their prices for 1TB per month to 10 $. [Ref29] 
This is certainly a response to the storage price reduction of the big players during the last months. 
Dropbox is using amazon for their storage where the ‘list-price’ is currently 28$ per TB and month, 
thus they get quite some discount and they have to assume that not everybody will use the full TB in 
the beginning. But the profit margins are getting really thin here. Dropbox reported >200 M$ 
revenues in 2013, but most likely they are not profitable yet. 
Dropbox has currently about 300 million customers with >95% using just the free offer of 2GB. 
Including their business users, file versioning and backup Dropbox is probably purchasing close to 1 
EB of storage from Amazon (modulo the level of compression and de-duplication used). 
 
Box, the direct competitor of Dropbox , has also slashes their prices lately. [Ref30]  They are offering 
now unlimited space for 35$ per month. The expected  revenues of Box in 2014 are about 125 M$, 
but they will made a loss on 170 M$.     

http://silvertonconsulting.com/blog/2014/08/20/cloud-storage-growth-is-hurting-nas-san-storage-vendors/#sthash.7ybsDheS.dpbs
http://www.thetop10bestonlinebackup.com/cloud-storage
http://pcsupport.about.com/od/maintenance/tp/online_backup_services.htm
http://www.theregister.co.uk/Print/2014/08/27/dropbox_slashes_prices_on_cloud_storage_to_10_per_gigabyte/
http://www.siliconbeat.com/2014/07/15/box-answers-to-google-amazon-and-rolls-out-unlimited-cloud-storage/
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The following plot shows the price reduction for storage from Amazon during the last 8 years. One 
can clearly see the sharp decrease during the last 12 month after a very long period of rather flat 
pricing. [Ref31] 
 

 
 
Figure 3: Amazon S3 pricing during the last 8 years 
 
 
There are again many companies offering different types of cloud storage ranging from simple IaaS 
(Amazon style)  to more sophisticated with many extra features like Dropbox. The currently raging 
price war is changing the pricing landscape every few month, thus any price comparison can 
certainly only be a snapshot in time. There are professional web-site comparing regularly storage 
offers in terms of storage costs and additional features:  [Ref32] [Ref33] 
 
The price per GB storage in certain time periods is of course an important criterion for a price 
comparison, but several other factors must be included in a selection process: 

1. Data access 
What is the network bandwidth? Is it stable or fluctuating?  What is the data r/w 
performance in terms of sequential and random access?  The various companies are 
providing only very sparse information about this.  There is regular monitoring information 
from some of the cloud storage providers: [Ref34] 

2. Availability 
How much downtime is acceptable?  There are SLAs which also include reimbursement 
terms.  

3. Reliability, durability 
The Amazon standard storage durability number is 99.999999999%, which corresponds to at 
least three copies of the data.  Offers with a durability of 99.99% are available and 
correspond to two copies of the data. There are no durability numbers from Google or 
Microsoft, but both use at least 2 copies. 

4. Data security                                                              

 
The following table shows a price comparison between several cloud storage companies and the 
price for storage in a local computer centre. [Ref35] [Ref36] [Ref37] [Ref38] [Ref39] [Ref40]  

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/11-9Iz701NTvsWv-LJGcbcT7WXBzRce178Kg_bczXCdQ/edit#gid=0
http://www.zdnet.com/cloud-storage-price-check-7000030869/
http://blog.laptopmag.com/cloud-storage-comparison
http://www.cloudclimate.com/s3
http://aws.amazon.com/s3/pricing/
https://cloud.google.com/products/cloud-storage/?gclid=CjwKEAjw-JqgBRCAyqjoic27nlQSJABBTpFEPyCEln_YsbXH7aBfMHcNviZvgpfP_JCfQdJFE9zLqhoCHvHw_wcB
https://onedrive.live.com/about/en/plans/
http://www.softlayer.com/object-storage
https://store.softlayer.com/configure?selections=maximumDriveCount:12-36
https://www.dropbox.com/plans
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company Storage 
€/GB/month 

Storage 
K€/1PB/year 

Transfer out 
€/GB 

 

Amazon 0.022 264 0.054  

Amazon   reduced redundancy 0.017 204 0.054  

Amazon Glacier (cold storage) 0.009 102 0.039  

Google 0.020 240 0.062  

Microsoft 0.019 228 0.054  

Softlayer (IBM) 0.031 372 0.077  

Softlayer(IBM)    bare metal, raid6 0.029 348 0.077  

Dropbox 0.008 96 0?  

Local storage   RAID6 0.005 60 0.002  

Local storage   one replica 0.009 108 0.002  

Local storage RAID6+one replica 0.010 121 0.002  

 
Table 3:  comparison of cloud storage offers from different companies (1$ = 0.77 €) 
 
 
There is on average still a performance advantage of a factor 2 for the local storage option. But one 
has to carefully consider the durability numbers and these ‘list-prices’ can certainly be re-negotiated 
if one is aiming at a large storage purchase in the multi PB area.   Dropbox seems to be a cheap 
option, but the network access and costs are not clear at all. 
 

 
 
4.0 Summary 
 
The overall cloud market has revenues and investments nearly reaching 200B$ per year and has 2-
digit growth rates. But the definition what cloud services and investments are is still not really clear.  
The IaaS market on the other hand is with a few billion revenues only a small part of the cloud game. 
The few big player in this area (Amazon, Google, Microsoft, Softlayer (IBM) don’t reveal their exact 
revenues and profits of their IaaS business. The analyst rumours claim that none of these IaaS 
services is profitable. They have also in common that IaaS is only a small sector of their multitude of 
service offers. On the other side we have companies like Rackspace which have IaaS as their only 
business model (and more and more PaaS/SaaS) and their profit to revenue ratio is low, about 5%. 
But also big players in the SaaS area like Salesforce produced losses over the last 5 quarters. 
Thus the current fierce competition will lead to some consolidation of the IaaS market, with a clear 
advantage for the big players. 
 
The three tables in the previous chapters show a comparison between the local centre cost and 
various cloud computing offers. The main problem is that there are many site and offer dependent 
boundary conditions which create a large error bar on all the numbers (up to factor 2 !). 
There are many items to be taken into account and the most costly once are site/country/negations 
dependent:  paying VAT or not; electricity prices; special offers; government funding support; man-
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power quality and cost levels, etc.   All this requires a detailed case-by-case analysis and also needs 
answers to questions like:  What is the assigned cost value of SLAs, durability, availability? 
 
From the development over the last years and the current state of the cloud industry I would 
conclude that on-demand compute services are not attractive and will probably never be, as their 
main goal is the absorption of peak and short term computing needs and not the replacement of a 
continuously highly used computing centre. 
 
The use of remote hosting services seems to be much more attractive and cost efficient. The main 
point here is the man-power calculation for operating those server nodes remotely and also being 
prepared to exchange vendors relatively frequently (once per year?!). 
 
The cost of cloud storage dropped considerably this year. The pricing becomes attractive compared 
with a local disk server installation if one takes into account the correct durability comparison. On 
the other side we have the extra costs for transferring data out of the cloud. Especially Google would 
like to have the pricing structure of storage in the cloud to follow closely Moore’s Law.  But the 
current fierce competition leads also to ‘dangerous’ offers like unlimited storage for a few dollars.  
Again the revenues in this area are considerable, but there are small profit margins and lots of 
companies report heavy losses.  This essentially means that important data need to be spread across 
different cloud providers and thus increase the costs (mainly additional management software and 
man-power). 
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A.  Sample application cost calculation 

 
I have calculated in the following as an example a scenario for the cost (On-Demand, Amazon) of the 
processing of LHC events .:  

 Compute intensive processing of  4B  events  within a period of 1 month 
 Each event has a size of 1 MB and requires 200 HS06/event/s  compute power 
 1 core of a reasonable up-to-date server has a performance of 8 HS06 

The required 39000 cores for one month of processing would cost about 750 K€  (Amazon). Another 
100 K€ would be needed to move the 4PB of output data from the cloud to a local centre.   The 
storage of 4PB for a year would cost about 1 M€. 
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